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Hybrid simulation models addressed here are self-consistent plasma kinetic models that 

treat ions as fully kinetic particles and electrons as a massless fluid. They have been 

utilized for kinetic physics with wave frequency  ~ i and wave number ki ~1, where 

i and i are ion gyrofrequency and ion Larmor radius, respectively. We have developed 

3-D hybrid models for (a) the Earth’s dayside magnetosphere and (b) the entire dayside 

and nightside globe. In this talk, I will discuss our recent 3-D global hybrid simulations 

of the interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere. (1) In the cases in 

which the direction of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is such that the bow shock is a 

quasi-parallel shock, the interaction of foreshock waves/ pressure pulses with the dayside 

magnetosphere leads to strong surface perturbations at the magnetopause. The 

compressional waves are found to mode convert to shear Alfven waves and kinetic 

Alfven waves (KAWs) through the Alfven resonance process at the magnetopause, which 

in turn produces field line resonance in the magnetosphere. The global signatures of ion 

acceleration near the quasi-parallel bow shock is also examined and compared with the 

satellite observation. (2) The magnetotail dynamics is simulated for cases under a 

southward IMF to understand the physical processes associated with ion injection in the 

plasma sheet. Magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail plasma sheet leads to 3-D flux 

ropes, in which the X lines are patchy and localized, with finite lengths. Alfven 

waves/KAWs are found to be generated in both the plasma sheet and the near-Earth 

regions. Correspondingly, ions are injected earthward toward the inner magnetosphere 

and then gain westward drift velocities. The ion beam distribution, acceleration and 

energy spectrum are discussed. 
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